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Genexpert rapid detection of rifampicin resistance among patients with pulmonary tuberculosis
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Abstract

The routine conventional phenotypic bacteriological tests available for pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB) diagnosis, such as microscopy by Ziehl Neelsen staining, and Lowenstein Jensen method of solid culture, requires a long time for revealing positivity, resulting in a delayed diagnosis. After Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) genome was discovered, nucleic acid amplification techniques were developed with more rapid detection and identification of rifampicin resistance in respiratory and extra-pulmonary specimens. GeneXpert is a DNA-polymerase chain reaction technique based on NAA, which allows an accurate genotypic method for a quick diagnosis of PTB diagnosis. The aim of the study was to assess retrospectively the yield of genotypic assay GeneXpert in revealing multidrug resistant TB compare to phenotypic confirmation by solid culture.

512 patients with positive and negative smears of suspected PTB were investigated by conventional phenotypic assays. PTB diagnosis assessed by positive genotypic assay and confirmed by phenotypic conventional solid culture method was 78.12%. The yield of GeneXpert in revealing rifampicin resistance was high (n=79/512; 15.43%) with 12.5% additional resistance against isoniazid revealed by positive solid cultures and drug susceptibility test. GeneXpert assay is a very useful method for rapid detection of MTB and drug resistance, which facilitates timely diagnosis and appropriate management of pulmonary tuberculosis.
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Introduction

According to 2018 Global TB Report of World Health Organization, Pulmonary (P) Tuberculosis (TB) is a very frequent contagious chronic disease, diagnosed in almost 10 million humans, and one of the leading causes of death in the whole world, killing 1.6 million of people in 2017 [1]. Only a relatively small percentage (5-10%) of the estimated 1.7 billion individuals infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) will progress to TB disease during their lifetime [2], but the risk of TB infection progression is much higher in immunosuppressed persons [3]. Tuberculosis is one of the major infectious diseases with predominant involvement of lung. Since Robert Koch discovered, in 24 March 1882, the agent of TB disease, Koch bacillus, several phenotypic and genotypic techniques of TB diagnosis have been developed to rapid detection of mycobacteria in sputum and extra-pulmonary specimens. As an alternative of phenotypic methods, genotypic molecular assays demonstrated their specificity, efficacy and capacity for rapid diagnosis of pulmonary TB (PTB) and drug resistant (DR) TB. There are several routine conventional phenotypic bacteriological tests available for PTB diagnosis like microscopy by Ziehl Neelsen (ZN) staining, with relative low sensitivity, and Lowenstein Jensen method of solid culture, which requires a long time for revealing positivity.

After MTB genome was discovered, nucleic acid amplification (NAA) techniques were developed with more rapid detection and identification of rifampicin resistance (RR) in respiratory and extra-pulmonary specimens [4]. GeneXpert (Xpert® MTB/Rif assay), a DNA-PCR technique based on NAA, having an equipment completely automated, closed, compact system, and endorsed by World Health Organization (WHO) as an accurate genotypic method for TB diagnosis [5, 6]. Its accuracy for early diagnosis and rapid detection of resistant strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) is useful in a country with a high burden of TB disease [7-10].

The aim of the study was to assess retrospectively the yield of genotypic assay GeneExpert in revealing multidrug resistant (MDR) TB compare to phenotypic confirmation by solid culture on Lowenstein Jensen.

Materials and Methods

Considering the recommendations of the Romanian National Strategy of Preventing, Surveillancing and Controlling TB, one year retrospective study was performed, in 2018, in the Reference Tuberculosis Laboratory of «Marius Nasta» Pulmonology Institute, Bucharest, Romania. Study population was represented by all TB suspected patients with referrals to 4th Sector TB Unit of Bucharest, Romania, considering their respiratory and/or systemic symptoms and signs of TB disease as prolonged cough, with or without expectoration for more than 3 weeks, fatigue, hemoptysis, weight loss, loss of appetite, as well as abnormal chest films. All eligible subjects signed the informed consent of the procedures and accepted their data to be used for scientific use, according to the revised 2000 World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Related information about age, gender and bacteriological exam were assessed. Every two specimens of sputum collected from each TB suspected patient were firstly investigated by conventional method of Ziehl Neelsen (ZN) staining and direct smear microscopy screening for acid fast bacilli (AFB). This rapid method of detecting AFB can reveal positive slides with AFB presenting as red colored bacilli or negative slides with no AFB.

A total of 2,246 specimens were later reviewed for the detection of Mycobacterium tuberculoses Complex and Rifampicin Resistance (RR) by GeneXpert, a molecular rapid assay. The GeneXpert equipment is a completely automated, closed, compact system. The pathological product, the sputum, is introduced in the plastic cardridge of the equipment. The duration of the sample processing is approximatively 90 minutes. The result is displayed on the laptop connected to the equipment. Genotyping performance in revealing MTB, in 512 patients, was compared to the yield of classic phenotypic method of Lowenstein Jensen solid cultures. Results were categorized in positive smears and cultures (M+C+), negative smears and positive cultures (M+C-), negative smears and cultures (M-C-) and possible false positive smears (M+C-). Drug susceptibility test (DST) was done for all positive solid culture. All procedures performed in this study were in accordance with ethical standards.

Statistical analysis was performed by version 17 of Software Package Statistical Analysis (SPSS), applying table of contingency analysis, considering OR as odd ratio and RR as relative risk, and evaluating significant results if p < 0.005. The yield of molecular GeneXpert method (high, moderate, low and very low) in detecting Pulmon tuberculosis active disease was assessed by the true or false positive samples revealed by the conventional phenotypic bacteriological examination.

Results

Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC) was identified by GeneExpert molecular method in 354 males and 158 females, with a 2.24 gender ratio males/females. MTB molecular detection was assessed both in children and elders, limits from 1 to 97 years, with a significant different distribution by age and gender, between men and women (chi²= 46.6890; p < 0.0001), with a higher incidence in young women compare to young men. GeneXpert testing performed, from January to December 2018, in Ambulatory TB Unit of 4th Sector of Bucharest, showed high (n≈190/512; 35.93%), medium (n≈88/512; 17.18%), low (n≈129/512; 25.39%), very low (n≈60/512; 12.69%), and visible traces of MTBC molecular detection in other 45 patients (Table 1). In the group with high MTBC detection (n≈190), 97.28% patients had both positive AFB smears and solid cultures (n=179) with 41.53% in the very low detection group (n=27). A few cases (n=112; 21.88 %) had neither positive AFB smear nor mycobacterial positive cultures. So, the percentage of negative
phenotypic diagnosis of TB increased up to 58.47% in cases with very low MTBC molecular detection (n=33) (Table 1). The distribution of both positive conventional phenotypic investigation by Ziehl Nielsen staining, direct smear microscopic screening for AFB, and solid culture method was noticed in most of the cases (n=400; 78.12%) but the yielding of high level detection by GeneXpert is significantly influenced by the positive MICROSCOPIC exam (169/179 versus 17/27; OR=9.9412; RR=1.4995; chi²= 23.0063; p=0.0000261) (Table 1).

Table 1. Levels of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC) detection in sputum by genotypic GeneXpert compare to conventional phenotypic assay (microscopic exam of acid bacilli fast smears and mycobacterial solid cultures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotypic Assay</th>
<th>Phenotypic Assay</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Levels of MTBC detection</strong></td>
<td>Positive smear and cultures (M+ C+)</td>
<td>Negative smear and cultures (M- C+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (N; %)</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (N; %)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (N; %)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low (N; %)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traces (N; %)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a significant difference in MTB detection level provided by GeneXpert in positive AFB smears compare to negative ones, according to phenotypic investigation of sputum by ZN staining and solid Lowenstein Jensen cultures (chi²=5540.74; p < 0.0001) (Figure 1), with a significant higher levels of MTB molecular detection in adults over 50 and below 60 years old (chi²=56.4850; p=0.0001) (Figure 2).

GeneXpert assay detected 15.43% (n=79/512) resistance against Rifampicin (RR). Only 12.5% (n=64) of RR cases were identified with supplementary resistance against isoniazid (MDR pattern) by DST performed by positive solid culturing. Phenotypic DST was done in all patients with positive cultures and 10.35% (n=53/512) were resistant to both Rifampicin and Isoniazid.

**Discussions**

According to the European Center of Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) 2018 Report, in Romania, there were diagnosed 13,617 TB cases, in 2016, 88.7% were drug sensitivity tested and the notified MDR-TB cases represented 5.6% of cases (458) [8]. Out of 458 Romanian MDR-TB cases, only 199 (37.4%) were successfully treated, 156 failed (29.3%), and 93 died (17.5%), so MTR-TB can contribute to elevated TB mortality rate [10].

![Figure 1. The distribution of positive GeneXpert results by different levels of Mycobacterium tuberculosis detection according to conventional microscopic (M) and culture (C) phenotypic methods.](image)
According to the End TB Strategy, the WHO approved and recommended all positive microscopic examinations to be molecular investigated for rapid detecting of MTB resistance against to Rifampicin (RMP) and, therefore, potential TB MDR must be considered because RMP resistance is a MDR predictor [11]. Mycobacterium tuberculosis can develop multidrug resistant (MDR) strains to isoniazid (H) and rifampicin (R) with or without resistance to other drugs. Rifampicin-resistant TB (RR-TB) is defined as resistance only to rifampicin, with or without resistance to other first-line anti-TB drugs [1]. MDR-TB and RR-TB represent a huge human health threat to infection and disease prevention, control and surveillance. MDR-TB is still a treatable disease but therapy includes toxic drugs, which are also very expensive, requiring a very long time of administering. The Global TB Report 2018 estimated that MDR-TB represented 82% of RR-TB cases (558,000), diagnosed in 2017 [1]. In low incidence countries, migration has a significant impact on MDR-TB [10]. In Romania, MTB phenotypic testing for the sensitivity to anti-tuberculosis drugs, as isoniazid (INH, H) and rifampicin (RMP, R), is performed by the absolute concentration method and the rapid phenotypic assay of Nitrate Reductase. In the reference Romanian laboratories, the method of Löwenstein Jensen (LJ) solid culture is used to drug sensitivity phenotypic testing. Revealing the resistance of MTB against first and second antiTB drugs line by BACTEC MGIT 960, an automated liquid medium of culture for MTB, is implemented in all counties of Romania. Phenotypic DST for INH and RMP is a routine method performed in laboratories, which all have implemented the quality management system constituting a safety feature, but results could be false negative or false positive by the intervention of several factors, as incorrect inoculation of sputum, lack of representativeness and age of culture, stability of anti-tuberculosis drugs in the medium of culture, use of inadequate media or laboratory kits, lack of experience in performing and/or interpreting the results.

The available molecular tests in Romania are more applicable to positive than to negative products on microscopic examination. Two commercial linear hybridization tests are used for early MTB detection in various biological specimens such as sputum, bronchial aspiration, tissue, pleural fluid. GeneXpert MTB / RIF, a closed, fully automated system for simultaneous low to high detection and identification of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex and RMP resistance (RR) by a Real Time PCR technology [12], use single-use cartridges in a product-specific platform, which allows the analysis of amplified genetic fragments and offers results in less than 2 hours. Line Probe Assay (LPA), based on a Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), is used to amplify certain regions of the mycobacterial genome, continuing with reverse-hybridization to identify sample-specific sequences [13] is capable to simultaneously detection of MTB complex and MTB resistance against HR. GenoType MTBDRplus test can detect common mutations in the rpoB gene (responsible for RMP resistance) and in the katG genes (responsible for INH resistance) [13] after a mean test time of two days when applied directly to the sputum. The genotypic assay does not eliminate the need for conventional phenotypic culture and DST, which are necessary for second line antiTB drugs testing.

For preventing delayed diagnosing of TB and interpreting the results of genotypic methods, both the laboratory specialist and the clinician should be aware of the yield of every assay compare to phenotypic investigation [14]. In our study, male predominance is confirming the epidemiological data of higher rates of PTB in males compare to females [1, 9]. The high rate of TB occurrence in older people sustains the previous WHO estimations, in 2002, of future geriatric TB disease profile [15], and of numerous other age-related pulmonary diseases. There

Figure 2. The distribution of GeneXpert levels of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC) detection by the age of cases.
are cases of similarities with other lung granulomatosis diseases [16], or masquerading comorbidities [17], or unidentified PTB revealed postmortem [18], so, molecular markers of PTB as GeneXpert can be useful in diagnosing the etiology of TB [19]. Analyzing the concordance between the genotypic and phenotypic methods, it seems that rapid molecular detection has a high rate of phenotypic confirmation. Similar results of were found in different studies [20, 21], clearly showed GeneXpert has high sensitivity and specificity for detecting MTB complex in pulmonary samples of patients with PTB. Progress in molecular biology and rapid phenotypic assays has provided new possibilities for detecting and identifying micro-organisms, especially in a TB burden country, like Romania, helping pulmonologist in differential diagnosis of TB with lung cancer or other chest tumors, or rare diseases mimicking TB. The development of molecular cloning techniques has allowed the characterization of DNA fragments, which can be used in hybridization tests to detect specific organisms, and methods of rapid DNA sequencing have facilitated the creation of specific probes. In addition, molecular approaches revolutionized epidemiology of TB. Currently, highly specific markers for the subtyping of Mycobacterium tuberculosis strains are, also, available to clarify recent problems such as TB spread in HIV-positive individuals including the selection and spread of multi-resistant strains of MTB [22]. Persistence of respiratory symptoms or deteriorating of the health status and/or the decline of lung function, as documented for TB [23], can have medium and long term impact on the quality of life. Therefore, the most adequate treatment based on genetic test results is essential to achieve a better quality of life of the TB patients.

Conclusions

TB diagnosis, assessed by positive genotypic assay and confirmed by phenotypic conventional method, was 78.12%. The yield of GeneXpert in revealing the Rifampicin Resistance among patients with Pulmonary Tuberculosis was high (15.43%), with an additional resistance against isoniazid (12.5%) revealed by positive solid cultures and DST. GeneXpert assay is a very useful method for rapid detection of MTB and drug resistance, which facilitates timely diagnosis and appropriate management of pulmonary tuberculosis.
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